PANEL NAME: A1a
TYPE: LIMESTONE
PROJECT NAME: 1-1/4" TYPICAL PANEL 3/8" JOINT
DATE:
REV:

SCALE: 1" = 1'-0"

FINISH KEY: ▲ : HONED

STONE VEIN PATTERN
PANEL NAME: A2a
TYPE: LIMESTONE
PROJECT NAME: 1-1/4" TYPICAL PANEL 3/8" JOINT
DATE:
REV:

FINISH KEY:

SCALE: 1" = 1'-0"

PANEL NAME: A4a
TYPE: LIMESTONE
PROJECT NAME: 1-1/4" TYPICAL PANEL 3/8" JOINT
DATE:
REV:

SCALE: 1" = 1'-0"

FINISH KEY:

△ : HONED

STONE VEIN PATTERN
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